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Better teams.
Better sites.
Better trials.

Most clinical trials are fraught with delays, costs, and risks - related to project
startup, site initiation, and ongoing study conduct. However, CROs can prevent
most - if not all - of these challenges.
Imagine if you could more clearly demonstrate the capabilities of your team to
sponsors in this challenging environment and win more business?
Imagine if you could quickly determine which CRAs, investigators, sites, and
team members were most likely to be high performers in their trial - and enroll
the right patients the fastest?
Imagine if you could front-load that trial with the sites and team members that
were most likely to meet or exceed targets - so you have the best chance to
achieve or even exceed timelines?

It's possible with
Ready.
Ready is an on-demand clinical trial learning and analytics platform tailored
for CROs and clinical trial sponsors.
Ready predicts and improves the performance of trial teams and sites
by applying behavioral science to more effectively equip and assess how
individuals will apply knowledge and skills in real-world scenarios.
This novel approach identifies leading performance indicators that inform
operational decisions faster, revealing exactly which CRAs, investigators, sites,
and team members are truly equipped to succeed in performing a study and
where to invest resources to optimize the conduct of the study and better equip
those that are at risk.

https://www.archemedx.com/clinical-research-organizations/
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What is Ready?
An immersive learning experience that better equips your teams.
Today's remote workforce is easily distracted,
especially when asked to participate in online
meetings or virtual training sessions.
Ready helps you minimize these distractions by
creating a more personalized and engaging
digital learning experience. It achieves this by
converting your traditional content (i.e., recorded
training videos and essential documents such as
protocols and SOPs) into more interactive learning
experiences that enhance a trial team member’s
ability to consume and then apply critical information.
With Ready, you can nudge your teams to focus and
reflect on key study objectives by making your static
content come alive. These interactive learning
moments engage your site and team users at the
right moments to encourage critical thinking and
retention of what they learned. Ready then analyzes
each team member's learning behavior and
confidence to predict their future performance.

Features:
On-demand SaaS learning
experience
Support for video-based and
annotated PDF learning activities
Configurable learning objectives
and role based assignments
Agile learning moments designed
to drive engagement and
reflection
Multimedia resources delivered
inline and synchronized to
content
Confidence-based assessments,
interactive quizzes, and testbased certification
User-specific note-taking and
personalized learning
recommendations

Screenshot of a redacted protocol learning experience using Ready by ArcheMedX.
https://www.archemedx.com/clinical-research-organizations/
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How Can We
Use Ready?
Ready enables CROs to:
Identify high performers and remediate potential risks
Improve team performance throughout a trial
Decrease and even eliminate preventable trial delays
Greatly reduce budgets and increase margins
Demonstrate your capabilities & readiness to sponsors
Become more competitive and win more studies

Improve CRA performance
Equip CRAs or other clinical operations team members
with the knowledge and skills to effectively conduct
studies. Identify strengths and weaknesses - so you can
manage and invest resources more effectively.
Use Ready to simplify all of your onboarding, training, and
assessment for sites by dynamically equipping their staff
with the knowledge and skills to effectively conduct your
studies.

Transform trial operations

One CRA on my team
scored highly on tests she knew all the
answers. But after using
Ready, we discovered
that she lacked the
confidence to perform
well in the field.
We avoided putting
someone into a
trial who may have
the knowledge but
isn't yet prepared to
apply it.
Using the readiness
score now allows us to
spend time on the right
things to grow staff.
-Senior Mgr.,
Top 5 Global CRO

Equip your sites to more effectively conduct studies and
discover those most likely to excel. Identify risks sooner
by uncovering low performers so you can take proactive
steps to avoid delays.
Confidently predict how any individual will apply clinical
concepts during the study. Easily discover where to invest
resources and coaching – and where you have an
emerging expert already.
Apply this approach to reimagine the traditional PI
meeting, SIVs, and on-going site engagement into a more
efficient and effective study startup model.

https://www.archemedx.com/clinical-research-organizations/
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What is Readiness?
A better way to assess trial personnel and sites
Traditional assessments simply calculate
the number of correct answers, leaving
too much room for guessing and blind
luck.
Ready eliminates this risk by predicting
how individuals will apply knowledge and
skills in real-world scenarios. This
measure, called a Readiness Score,
assesses an individual's confidence,
correctness, and learning mindset across
key objectives to reveal those individuals
and teams that not only possess the
necessary knowledge, but also the ability
to apply what they know in the field.

The Readiness Score includes:
Knowledge of key subject areas and
content
Confidence in applying that knowledge
Mindset - willingness to work to
improve
Understanding Readiness by key subject area ensures you
select the sites, investigators, and team members most
likely to perform highly.

https://www.archemedx.com/clinical-research-organizations/
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How does the Readiness Score help?
Insights that show you the best sites and team for your clinical trial.

Ready provides clinical operations leaders with
easily consumable options to reveal the
Readiness Score for each user, site, and team
you engage.
Using the Readiness Score, you can confidently
select the right team and mix of sites who have
the knowledge, understanding, and confidence
to enroll eligible subjects quickly - and avoid
missteps and deviations.

Features

Individual Readiness scores
Site and team averaged
Readiness scores
Mindset analysis
Assessment by specific learning
objectives
Comparative scores
Improvement metrics

Ready also details the specific areas where an
individual, site, or team requires remediation.
Focus the time required to retrain and coach in
only the areas where personnel need help and target the right type of support for any
given person or group.

Screenshot of a redacted dashboard showing Readiness by team.

https://www.archemedx.com/clinical-research-organizations/
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How does Ready keep you engaged?
An automated boost system that re-engages users as they need it.

Ready can help you build and execute automated engagement and retention programs
that prompt your staff and sites to focus on identified areas of need over time.
Configure the cadence, criteria, and schedule for on-going engagement - and Ready will
automatically deliver your content to the team members and sites who need it the most.
More importantly, it will assess how well they consume the content and intend to apply
new concepts in practice. Enhance distribution of amendments, best practices, and new
content throughout your study’s duration.

Features:
Automatic email delivery
Content design interface
Re-use pre-loaded
resources and quizzes
Configurable schedule
Engagement tracking

Use automated boosts to re-engage your teams
and sites with Ready by ArcheMedX.

Compared to participants trained using
traditional online methods, individuals trained
with Ready were 2X more likely to
apply their knowledge in the field.
https://www.archemedx.com/clinical-research-organizations/

EQUIP YOUR ENTIRE TRIAL TEAM WITH
READY BY ARCHEMEDX.
Ready by ArcheMedX is the clinical trials
learning platform that predicts and
improves performance - and eliminates
delays.
Ready by ArcheMedX reveals precisely
which sites, teams, and individuals are
likely to be high performers in your
clinical trial and enables you to
remediate potential risk areas — earlier
than ever before.
Learn more:
http://www.archemedx.com/ready

